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TEMPORAL

RESOLUTION OF UNCERTAINTY
CHOICE THEORY

AND

DYNAMIC

BY DAVID M. KREPS AND EVAN L. PORTEUS'
We consider dynamic choice behavior under conditions of uncertainty, with emphasis on
the timing of the resolution of uncertainty. Choice behavior in which an individual
distinguishes between lotteries based on the times at which their uncertainty resolves is
axiomatized and represented, thus the result is choice behavior which cannot be represented by a single cardinal utility function on the vector of payoffs. Both descriptive and
normative treatments of the problem are given and are shown to be equivalent. Various
specializations are provided, including an extension of "separable" utility and representation by a single cardinal utility function.

CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING idealization of

a dynamic choice problem with

uncertainty. At each in a finite, discrete sequence of times t = 0, 1, . . ., T, an

individual must choose an action d,. His choice is constrained by what we
temporarilycall the state at time t, xt. Then some random event takes place,
determiningan immediatepayoffzt to the individualand the next state xt+l. The
probabilitydistributionof the pair (zt,xt+l) is determinedby the action dt.
The standardapproachin analyzingthis problem,whichwe will call the payoff
vectorapproach,assumesthatthe individual'schoicebehavioris representableas
follows: He has a von Neumann-Morgensternutilityfunction U definedon the
vectorof payoffs (z0, z1, . . ., ZT). Each strategy(whichis a contingentplan for
choosingactionsgiven states) inducesa probabilitydistributionon the vector of
payoffs. So the individual'schoice of action is that specified by any optimal
strategy, any strategy which maximizes the expectation of utility among all
strategies(assumingsufficientconditionsso that an optimalstrategyexists).
This paper presents an axiomatictreatmentof the dynamicchoice problem
which is more general than the payoff vector approach,but which still permits
tractableanalysis.The fundamentaldifferencebetween our treatmentand the
payoffvector approachlies in our treatmentof the temporalresolutionof uncertainty:In our models,uncertaintyis "dated"by the time of its resolution,andthe
individualregardsuncertaintiesresolvingat differenttimesas beingdifferent.For
example,considera situationin which a fair coin is to be flipped.If it comes up
heads, the payoff vector will be (zo, z1) = (5, 10); if it is tails, the vector will be
(5, 0). Becausez0 = 5 in eithercase, the coin flipcan take place at eithertime 0 or
time 1. It will not matterwhen the flipoccursto someone who has cardinalutility
on the vectorof payoffs.But an individualcan obey our axiomsandprefereither
one to the other.
One justificationfor our approachis the well known "timeless-temporal"or
"joint time-risk"feature of some models (usuallymodels which are not "complete"). For example, preferenceson income streamswhich are induced from
primitivepreferenceson consumptionstreamsin generaldepend upon when the
1 The authors
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and Robert Wilson. This research was supported in part by a grant from the Atlantic Richfield
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uncertaintyconcerningfutureincomeresolves (see Spence and Zeckhauser[9]).
Our treatmentgives a frameworkwithin which such effects can be modeled,
withoutoverburdeningthe model with the detail of the primitivepreferences.2
The second (and, we believe, the more important)justificationis that the
relevanceof the time of resolutionarises naturallyin a dynamicchoice setting.
Following work on the theory of dynamic choice under certainty, such as
Hammond[3] and Peleg and Yaari [6], we firstconsiderthe individual'schoice
behaviorat each distincttime and then we considerhow his choice behaviorat
differenttimes is related. At a single time, the individualchooses from among
actions,identifiedas probabilitydistributionson immediatepayoffand next state
pairs,andwe assumestandardaxiomswhichmakethese choicesrepresentableby
a cardinalutilityfunctionon such pairs.Then a "temporalconsistency"axiomis
given which knits together these representations:The result is a preference
structurein whichthe time of resolutionmay be relevant.
This approach,essentiallydescriptive,is developed in Sections 1, 2, and 3. In
Section 1, formal definitions and constructionsof dynamic choice problems,
states, and actions are given both mathematicallyand diagrammatically(as
decisiontrees).Axiomsandresultsfor choicebehaviorat a singletime aregivenin
Section 2. We rely on standardtheories of cardinalutility (especiallyFishburn
[1]), so details and proofs are omitted. Section 3 presentsthe "temporalconsistency" axiom and its consequencesfor representationof choice behavior.Also,
the completerepresentationtheoremis illustratedby a simple example.
An alternativeapproachto preferencesin dynamicchoiceproblems,equivalent
to that given in Sections 1, 2, and 3, is developed in Section 4. This is a more
normativeapproachwhichclarifiesthe issueof temporalresolutionof uncertainty
and provides an easy comparisonwith the payoff vector approach.Taken as
primitive are the individual's preferences among objects called temporal lotteries,

from which choices in dynamicchoice problemsare derived. This formulation
parallelsthe payoffvectorapproach,wherepreferenceson lotteriesare primitive
and dynamicchoices are induced.Thus the differencebetween the two is seen to
lie in the definitionof a temporallottery,whichformalizesthe temporalaspectof
uncertainty.
In Section 5, we examine the consequencesof assumingthat the individual
prefersearlierresolutionof uncertaintyto lateror vice versa.Then we show that
our approachis equivalent to the payoff vector approach if and only if the
individualis indifferentto the time of resolution.
In our treatment,choice behaviorat time t is allowedto dependon the payoffs
received up to time t (zo, e **, zt- ). The consequencesof assumingthat time t
choices are independent of previous payoffs are discussed in Section 6, and
comparisonsare made with similarseparabilityassumptionsin the payoffvector
approach.
2
Briefly,the issue can be illustratedas follows. If in the examplethe coin flip determinesyour
incomefor the nexttwo years,you probablypreferto havethe coinflippednow,so thatyou arebetter
able to budgetyourincomefor consumptionpurposes.In laterworkwe will explorethe connection
betweensuch "inducedpreferences"and the preferencesystemsanalyzedhere.
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We conclude in Section 7 with some miscellaneousdiscussion.In particular,
relaxationof the "temporalconsistency"axiom(inthe spiritof Hammond[3] and
Peleg and Yaari [6]) is touched upon.
Work similar to that presented here, concerningpreferences for "certainuncertain"pairs,has been done independentlyby Selden [8].
To keep mathematicaldetail to a minimum,standardproofs are often just
sketched and sometimes omitted, and the axioms employed (particularlyour
continuityaxiom)are strongerthan is strictlynecessary(but see Section 7).
Much of the content of this study lies in the definitionsof dynamicchoice
problemsandtemporallotteries-objects whichallowus to "date"uncertaintyby
the time of its resolution. The reader is forewarned that the mathematical
definitionsof these objects are quite complex.The diagrammaticrepresentations
(as decisiontrees andprobabilitytrees)whichfollow the mathematicaldefinitions
shouldbe read togetherwith the mathematics.
1.

MATHEMATICAL

AND

DIAGRAMMATIC

REPRESENTATION

We assumegivena finiteintegerT and,for each time t (t , 0, 1 ...., T), a set Z,
of possible payoffs.We assume that each Z, is a compactPolish (i.e., complete
separablemetric)space.A genericelementof Z, is denotedby z,. Let Y1= Zo and,
for t=2,..., T+1, let Yt= Yt- 1xZt-1. The set Yt is called the set of payoff
histories up to (but not including) time t, with generic element y, = (zo, ..., zt-1).
Note that YT+1 is the set of complete payoff vectors. For k < t, Zk(yt) and Yk(Yt)

will denote the projectionsonto Zk and Yk, respectively.
Next, let DT be the set of Borel probabilitymeasureson ZT,endowedwith the
Prohorovmetric(the metricof weak convergence),and,recursively,let Xt be the
set of nonemptyclosed subsetsof Dt, endowedwith the Hausdorffmetric,andlet
Dt-1 be the set of Borel probabilitymeasureson Zt- x Xt, endowed with the
Prohorovmetric.These constructionsare possible because of the followingtwo
resultsfrom analysis.
LEMMA
1: If Z and X are compact Polish spaces and D is the set of Borel
probabilitymeasures on Z x X, then D is a compact Polish space under the Prohorov
metric (cf. Parthasarathy [5, Ch. 2, especially Theorems 6.2 and 6.4]).
LEMMA 2: If D is a compact Polish space and X is the set of nonempty closed
subsets of D, then X is a compact Polish space under the Hausdorff metric (cf.
Kuratowski [4]).

(Fornotationalconvenience,we sometimeswill write Yt and Ytwhen t = 0 and
Xt+1 and xt+l when t = T. In such cases, YOand XT+1 may be thought of as any

convenient singleton sets, and DT as the set of Borel probabilitymeasureson
ZT X XT+1.)
DEFINITIONS:

A dynamic choice problem (over {Zt}) from time

element xt of Xt. An action at time t is any element dt of Dt.

t

to T is any
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Recall the descriptiongiven at the beginningof the paper. At each time t, the
individualchooses an action,constrainedby whatwe called the state. The action
chosen determinesa probabilitydistributionover the next payoff-statepair. In
formalizingthese notions,we simplydefinean action as the probabilitydistribution itself.And the term"state"is replacedby "choiceproblem",whichis defined
as a closed set of actions.(In the standardteminologyof dynamicprogramming,
somethinglike D,(x,) is used to denote the set of actionsfeasibleat state x,. Here,
in contrast,x, itself is that set.)
Our constructionscan be represented diagrammaticallyby decision trees.
SupposeT= 1 andZo = Z, = [0, 10]. The spaceD1, the spaceof actionsat time 1,
is the space of probabilitydistributionson Z1. Diagrammatically,d1eD1 is a
chancenode (depictedby a circle)withoutcomesin ZA.Forexample,one element
in D1, called di(a), a .6 chanceat 2 and a .4 chanceat 6, is drawnas in Figure 1.
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(Ignore the expressions and numbers in the parentheses in Figure 1. These
illustrateconceptsdevelopedlater.)Anotherelementof D1, calledd1(b)andalso
drawnin Figure 1, is a .7 chanceat 1 and a .3 chanceat 10.
Elementsof X1, decisionproblemscommencingat time 1, arenonemptyclosed
subsets of D. For example, x1(a) = {d1(a),d1(b)}is in X1 and is depicted as in
Figure 1.
Elementsof Do are probabilitydistributionson Zo X X1. One exampleis do(a)
as depicted in Figure 1: This representsequal chances at prizes (3, x1(a)) and
(4, xi(b)). Finally, an element x0 from Xo is drawn as shown. In all of these
drawings,we have depictedonly probabilitydistributionswithfinitesupportsand
closedsubsetswhichare finite.Moregeneralcasesare clearlyencompassedin our
mathematicalframework.
Notationalconventionswhichwe employincludethe following:For z, E Zt and
xt+1E Xt+1, the distribution in Dt which is degenerate at (zt, xt+,) is denoted simply
by (zt, xt+,). Given dt E Dt, we write dt E Xt in place of {dt}E Xt for the (closed)
subsetof Dt whichcontainsthe single element dt.Combiningthese, we can write
(zt, dt+1)for both the element of Dt which is degenerate at (zt, dt+1)E Zt x Xt+l and

for the singleton set it forms (in Xt). Continuing in this fashion,
(zt, Zt+i, * .. , Zk, Xk+J) will denote the actionat time t (elementof D,) whichyields,
with certainty and without any intervening(nontrivial)choice, payoffs z; for
j

=

t, . . ., k and the choice problem Xk+1 at time k + 1. It also denotes the singleton

set that this action forms.
Each set Dt is a mixturespace:For a E [0, 1] and d, d' E Dt, there is an element
in Dt which"is" d with probabilitya and d' with probability1- a. Let (a; d, d')
denote this element.3
For each real valued bounded measurable function f on Zt x Xt+l and for each
d E Dt, the integralof f with respectto the measured is denoted by Ed [f].
2.

CHOICE

BEHAVIOR

AT A POINT

IN TIME

At time t, the individualchoosesfroma (nonemptyclosed)subsetof Dt. Thatis,
he faces a dynamicchoiceproblemxt andmustchoose a memberof xt.His choices
are allowedto dependon the historyof previouspayoffs,yt,andare assumedto be
consistentin the followingsense.
AXIoM2.1: Foreach t and Yt,the individual'schoicesfromclosedsubsetsof Dt
are representable
by a completeand transitivebinaryrelation>Yt on Dt.
Note that the individual'schoice behavioris assumedto be independentof the
dynamic choice problem he is facing; we do not write

>Yt,Xt, This

constitutes an

assumptionof "independenceof irrelevantalternatives".The inducedindifference and strictpreferencerelationsare denoted by -Yt and >Yt' respectively.
3Formally, for A a Borel measurable subset of Zt x Xt+?, the measure assigned by (a; d, d') to A is
ad(A)+ (1- a)d'(A).
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AXIOM2.2 (Continuity):For each t and yt, >y is continuous.4

Thisaxiomis strongerthannecessaryfor our eventualobjectives,butit is madeto
keep mathematicaldetailfromdominatingthe exposition:It partiallyjustifiesthe
restrictionof our attention to closed subsets of Dt, because with continuous
preferences,an individualmaybe assumedto be indifferentbetweenanysubsetof
actionsand the closureof that subset (but see footnote 5).
AXIoM2.3 (Substitution):For each t and Yt,if d, d' ED, are such thatd >y d',
then (a; d, d")>Yt(a; d', d")for all a E (0, 1) and for all d"e D,.
These three axiomsare sufficientto allow the applicationof the machineryof
cardinalutilitytheory (see, e.g., Fishburn[1, Theorem 10.1]).
LEMMA 3: Axioms 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 are necessaryand sufficientfor thereto
exist,for each yt,a (bounded)continuousfunctionUy,: Z, x X+1 ->R such thatfor
d, d'E Dt, d > Ytd' if and only if Ed[ Uyt]3Ed[ Uyt].

The proof is omitted,but note that in the necessityhalf, continuityof the Uy,will
give Axiom 2.2. The functions Uytare, of course, unique up to a positive affine
transformation.
The functionUytcanbe extendedto Dt by definingUyt(d)= Ed[Uyt]andthento
Xt by definingUy,(x)= maxdEXUy,(d).Becausex is compactand Uy,is continuous
on Dt, the maximumis attained.The extension to Dt makes Uy, a (continuous)
representationof >yt, and the extension to Xt makes Uyt a (continuous)
representationof the extensionof >yt to X, by the rule:x >yt x' if for each d' E x'
there exists a d e x such that d >Ytd'. Using the compactnessof x, we can
alternativelydefine:x Yt X' if there exists d E x suchthat for all d'e x', d > Ytd'.
Note that Yt extended to Xt in this manner is complete, transitive, and
continuous.5
3. TEMPORAL CONSISTENCY AND THE REPRESENTATION THEOREM

Preferencesat differenttimes are tied togetherby the following.
AXIoM 3.1 (Temporalconsistency):For all t, y e Yt, z c Zt and x, x' EXt+,,
(z, x) >y (z, x') at timet if and only if x >(y,z)x' at timet + 1.6

The motivationfor this key axiomrunsas follows. Supposethat at time t with
payoffhistoryy, the individualhas a choice betweenthe two (degenerate)actions
4That is, for each Ytand d,, the sets {d' cED,: d'
t dt} and {d E Dt: d
t dt}are both closed (in
the weak convergence topology).
S If >Yt is extended to all subsets of D, by these definitions, then they are not equivalent. The latter
yields a transitive but incomplete binary relation, while the former yields a complete and transitive
ordering. Note also that the former does not yield indifference between a subset of D, and its closure.
6
Alternatively: (z, x) y (z, x') if and only if for each d' E x' there exists d E x such that d >(y,z) d'.
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(z, x) and (z, x'), and he selects (z, x) (so that (z, x) > , (z, x')). Then the axiom
requiresthat when the payoff historyis (y, z), he cannot strictlyprefer x' to x.
Doing so would make him "inconsistent"in that he would "regret"his earlier
choice.Similarly,if at time t + 1 withpayoffhistory(y, z) he weaklyprefersx to x',
then he cannotat time t strictlyprefer(z, x') to (z, x) when the historyis y. For in
doing so, he is "inconsistent"as he strictlyprefers (z, x') althoughit leads with
certaintyto an immediate payoff identical to that of (z, x) and a subsequent
decisionproblemwhichat time t + 1 will not be viewed as better. (An alternative
justificationfor Axiom 3.1, moreconsistentwiththe normativeapproachtakenin
Section 4, will be given there.)
A consequenceof Axiom 3.1 is that every relation > Ytcan be reconstructed
from >Yo as follows: If yt = (zo,. . . , zt-1)e Yt and x, x' E Xt are fixed, then x Yt X'
if and only if (zo, . . . , zt-1, x) >yo (zo, . . . , zt-1, x'). Axiom 3.1 also allows us to tie

togetherthe functions Uy,providedby Lemma3 as follows.
thereto
LEMMA 4: Axioms 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 3.1 arenecessaryand sufficientfor
existfunctionsUy,as in Lemma 3 and, forfixed {Uyt, uniquefunctions
y = U(yt,z)(x) for some x E Xt+1}-> R
whichare strictlyincreasingin theirsecondargumentand whichsatisfy
uyt {(z, y) E Zt x R:

(1 )

Uy (z, X) =-uy (z, U(y,Z)(X ))

for allye Yt,zeZt, and xeX+X1.
PROOF: Assumethatthe fouraxiomshold andfixthe functionsUt as provided
by Lemma 3. Equation (1) serves to define the uytuniquely if we show that

U(YZ)(x)= U(y,z)(x')implies Uy(z, x) = Uy(z, x'). But this is a trivial consequence

of Axiom 3.1. That uytis strictlyincreasingin its second argumentis similarlyan
easy consequenceof Axiom 3.1.
Conversely,if functionsUytand uytwiththe givenpropertiesexist,then Axioms
2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 follow from Lemma3. And if for y E Yt,z E Z, and x, x'eXt+1,
x >(y,z)x', then U(y,Z)(x): U(y,z)(x') and, by the monotonicity of uy, U (z, x) =
uy(z, U(y,z)(x)): uy(z, U(y,z)(x'))= Uy(z,x'), thus (z, x) y (z, x'). Repeatingthe
argument with strict preferences and strict inequalities, using the strict
Q.E.D.
monotonicityof uy,yieldsAxiom 3.1.
Alternative(andperhapsclearer)formsof equation(1) are
(2)

= max uy(z, Ed [ U(y,z)]).
Uy(z, x) = uy(z, maxEd [ U(y,J)])

The role played by the functionsuy is clear if we write
u(z, y) = Uy(z, U(yz)(y)),

where Axiom 3.1 guarantees that the choice of x e U-1)(y) can be made
arbitrarily.Thuswe see that the uytact to "convert"fromthe utilityscale used at
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time t + 1 to tne scale usedat time t. As we shallsee, thisconversionis not simplya
"renormalization"
butmustinvolvethe attitudeof the individualto the resolution
of uncertaintyat time t vs. at time t + 1.
Nothingis said in Lemma4 aboutthe continuityof the u,. In fact, we can show
that each uy is continuousin its second argument.But unless care is taken in
specifyingthe collection{Uyj, continuityof uy in its firstargumentmay fail. The
trickis to pick Uy,which are continuousnot only in (zt,x,+,) but in (yt, zt, x,+1)-if
this is done then the uytare continuousin (yt,zt, y). As we are aboutto see, Axiom
3.1 enables us to do this, thus enabling us to give the following "continuous"
versionof Lemma4.
THEOREM 1: Axioms 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 3.1 arenecessaryand sufficientfor
there
to exist a continuousfunction U: YT+j -- R and, for t = O,.. ., T- 1, continuous
functionsut: Ytx Zt X R - R, strictlyincreasingin theirthirdargument,so thatif we
= U(YT, ZT) and, recursively,
define UYT(ZT)

(3)

Uy,(zt,xt+i)=

max ut(yt,zt,Ed[ U(y,,z,)]),

d{ext+j

thenforall yt and d, d'E Dt, d >Ytd' if and only if Ed[UY]
y

satisfiesLemma 3.)

Ed,[Uy,]. (That is, {Uy,

PROOF: We only sketch the proof. Assumingthe four axioms, let Uy0be as
guaranteedby Lemma 3. For each Yt,there exist x' and x" in Xt such that
x'>Ytx t x" for all xeXt. Fix the version of Uyt as in Lemma 3 so that

Uyt(x') = Uy.(yt,x') and Uyt(x") = Uy.(yt, x"). (Use Axiom 3.1 to ensure that
xYt [resp., >yt] x" implies Uy,(yt,x') = [resp., >] Uy,(yt,x").) Show that for

these {Uyt, if yt(n)- Ytandx- xt, then Uyt(f,)(Xn)-_Uyt(xt).Now produce{uyt}as
in Lemma 4, and show that they are continuous in (yt,xt, y). Extend them
arbitrarilyso that they are continuousfor all y e R. Then U(YT+1) = UYT(XT) and
ut(yt,xt, y) = uyt(x,y) will satisfy the theorem.

Conversely,if we have U and ut as described,we can applythe necessityhalfof
Lemma4 once we show that the derived Uytare continuousin (zt,xt+i). This is
easily done inductively.
Q.E.D.
This is our basicrepresentationtheorem.Notice that it explicitlyinvolvesonly U
and the functions ur-these serve to define implicitlythe functions Uyt.Our
machinationsconcerningthe continuityof the ut were requiredfor the necessity
half of the theorem,in orderto ensurethat the Uytderivedfrom U and the u, are
continuous.
To aid in understandingthis theorem,it is helpfulto "solve"a dynamicchoice
problem. Consider the problem x0 depicted in Figure 1, where T= 1 and
= [0, 10], and an individualwhose choice behavior is representedby
Zo=
U(zO, z1) = (z0+ z1)112and u0(z0, y) = y2 (for y - 0). Analysisof this problemis
given in Figure 1. First, Uyl(z1)= U(y1, z1) is computed for each "complete
branch".For the uppermostbranchwhere (z0, z1) = (3, 2), we have U(3, 2) =
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2.236. After computingeach of these, EdJUYJ]is computedfor each d1 ED1. For
example, Ed,(a)[U(3)I= (.6)(2.236)+(.4)(3.)= 2.542. Similarly, Ed,(b)[U(3)] =
2.482. Thusdi1(a)> (3) di1(b)-at time 1, when y, = (3) andthe individualfacesthe
problem x1(a), he chooses action d1(a). And therefore U(3)(x1(a))=
maxdex1(a) U(3)(d)= 2.542.

Now we can use equation (3) to compute
Uy0(3,x1(a)) = uo(3, 2.542) = (2.542)2 = 6.462. This is done for each x1 eAX1, with
values obtainedas indicated.Now Ed[ UyJ is computedfor each d E Do; we find
E4o(a)[Uyo]= 6.86 and Ed0(b)[Uy0] = 6.87. Thus do(b)>yo do(a). At time 0, action

do(b)is taken.
4.

TEMPORAL

RESOLUTION

OF UNCERTAINTY

AND

TEMPORAL

LOTTERIES

Considerthe dynamicchoice problemdepictedin Figure2, whichcorresponds
to the followingstory:A fair coin is to be flippedand based on the outcome, the
individualeither receives payoffs (zo, z1)= (5, 0) or (5, 10). Since z0 = 5 in both
cases,it is feasibleto havethe coin flippedeitherat t = 1 (whichis do(a))or at t = 0
(whichis do(b)).This individualobeys the four axiomsof Sections2 and3, andhis
choice behavioris representedby U and u0as given in the previousexample.We
calculateE4(a)[Uyj] = 9.33 and Edo(b)[UyoI= 10, so he strictlyprefersto have the
coin flipped at t =0, as shown in the figure. But suppose his choices were
representedby U as above and uo(zo,'y)= y1/2 (for y >0). Then Eo(a)[UyJ]=
1.748 and E4(b)[Uyo] = 1.732, and he strictlyprefersto have the coin flippedat
t = 1. Obviously,the fouraxiomshave not resultedin von Neumann-Morgenstern
utility on the vector of payoffs, as any individualwhose choice behavior is
representablein that mannerwill be indifferentbetween do(a) and do(b).
In orderto compareour treatmentwiththe payoffvectorapproach,it is helpful
to recast our treatmentin a differentbut equivalentform. This equivalentform
resembles the payoff vector approach in which one takes as primitive the
individual'spreferenceson the spaceof lotteriesof payoffvectors,andfromthese
preferencesone induceschoices in dynamicchoice problems.We define objects
called temporallotteries in which uncertaintyis "dated" by the time of its
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resolution. (Temporallotteries form a subset of the space of dynamic choice
problems,namelydynamicchoiceproblemswhereall choicesare trivial.Theyare
depictedby probabilitytrees.) Axioms are given for the individual'spreferences
on the space of temporallotteriesand a representationtheoremis proved.Then
we showthatif choicebehaviorin dynamicchoiceproblemsis inducedin a natural
way from the individual'spreferenceson the space of temporal lotteries, the
choicebehaviorobtainedsatisfiesthe fouraxiomsof Sections2 and3. Conversely,
if one takesas primitivedynamicchoicebehavioras describedin Sections2 and3,
then the induced preferenceson the subspaceof temporallotteries satisfy the
three axiomsof this section.
Let D*= DT and, recursively,let X?*be the set of all singletonsubsetsof D*,
and let D* 1be the set of all Borel probability measures on Zt-1 X X*. Elements of
D* and X?*correspondto decision trees (beginning,respectively,with time t

chanceandchoicenodes)whereall choicenodes are singleton.If the choicenodes
were suppressed,elementsof D* (andX:) whendrawnwouldbe probabilitytrees.
The degeneratechoice nodes are not suppressed,however,so that we are able to
relate these objects with the previously defined actions and dynamic choice
problems.Clearly,D* c Dt and X* c Xt.
Next, let Pt(yt)be the subset of D* of decision trees whose chance nodes for
times k =0, 1, . . . , t -1 are degenerate with immediate payoffs given by yt.
Verbally,doe D* is in P,(yt) (for some yt) if no uncertaintyresolvesin do before
time t. An element of P,(yt) is denoted by pt = (yt,dt) where dt e D*. Note that if
Pt,(yt). Also, Po(yo) = D*0.
Yk(Yt) = Yk for k t, then Pk(Yk)
DEFINITIONS: Elementsof D* are called temporallotteries.Elementsof P,(yt)
(for any t and Y,)are called temporallotteriesresolvingfrom timet.

Examplescan be culled from Figure 2. Both do(a) and do(b) are in D* and
d1(a), d1(b),and d1(c) are in D*. In do(a), there is no uncertaintyuntiltime t = 1
and the firstpayoffis 5, so do(a)eP1(5). Also, do(a) can be written(5, d1(a)). In
do(b), there is no uncertaintyconcerningzo but do(b)MP1(5) because there is
uncertaintywhichis resolved at time 0 concerningx1.
The space Po(yo) = D* is a mixturespace; if p and p' are in D* and a e [0, 1],
then (a; p, p') is in D*. But supposep andp' are also in Pt(yt)for some Yt.Write
P = (yt,dt) and p' = (yt,d') for dt, d eED*. For a e [0, 1], we have (a; dt,d') is in
D, thus (yt,(a; dt,d')) is in Pt(yt). Note carefullythe difference-(a; p, p') is p
andp' "mixedat time 0", while(yt,(a; dt,d ))is p andp' "mixedat time t". A final
bit of notation:For p andp' in P,(yt), a e [0, 1] and k - t, let (k, a; p, p') denote p
andp "mixedat time k" (whichis in Pk(Yk(Yt))). In this new notation,(a; p, p') is
denoted by (0, a; p, p'). Of course, (t, a; p, p') does not make sense unlessboth p
and p' are in Pt(yt)for some Yt.
For example, two elements of P1(5) are p(a) = (5, 0) (zo= 5 and z1 = 0, both
with certainty)and p(b) = (5, 10). We can construct(1, .5; p(a), p(b)) which is
do(a) and(0, .5; p (a), p (b)) = do(b)in Figure2. The only differencebetweendo(a)
and do(b)is when the uncertaintyresolves.
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Takenas primitivein this approachis a binaryrelationon Do whichrepresents
the individual's(weak) preferenceson D*. It is denoted by >, with > and
denoting the induced strict preference and indifferencerelations, respectively.
Three axiomsconcerningthe relation> are posed.
AxioM 4.1: Therelation> is completeand transitiveon D*.
AxioM 4.2 (Continuity):Therelation > is continuouson D*.
AxioM 4.3 (Temporal substitution): If p, p'e Pt(yt) satisfy p
(t, a; p, p")> (t, a; p', p")for all a e (0, 1) and p"e Pt(yt).

>

p', then

Axioms 4.1 and 4.2 are clearly analogousto Axioms 2.1 and 2.2, respectively.
Axiom 4.3 is roughlyanalogousto Axiom 2.3, althoughwe shall see that Axiom
3.1 (temporalconsistency)and Axiom 2.3 are needed to derive 4.3. We do not
give a temporalconsistencyaxiom in our second approach,as we have only one
binaryrelation,>, insteadyof a collectionof relations y,.7
THEOREM 2: The existenceof a relation > on D* satisfyingAxioms 4.1, 4.2,
and 4.3 is necessary and sufficientfor there to exist continuousfunctions

U*: YT,+1oR andu*: YtxZtR,-R R(t=O,...,
T-1)such that(i)each ut*is
strictly increasing in its third argument, and (ii) if one defines UY*:ZT -,R by
= U* (YT,ZT) and, recursively,U*: Zt x Xt+ 1- R by
UYT(ZT)
(4)

LJ*yt(zt,
dt+1) = u*(yt, zt, Edt+

JyZ))

then for p = (yt,dt) and p' = (yt,d') in Pt(yt), p > p' if and only if
U
Edt[U*]
EdjUytJ.
PROOF: The proof is obtainedby mimickingthe proofsof Lemmas3 and4 and
Theorem 1. Note that Axiom 4.3 acts as the usualsubstitutionprincipleon each
Q.E.D.
pt(yt)takenseparately,allowingus to constructthe functionsU*.

Given a relation> on D* whichsatisfiesAxioms 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, we are able
to use the representationgiven by Theorem 2 to induce choice behavior in
dynamicchoiceproblemswhichsatisfiesAxioms2.1,2.2,2.3, and3.1 as follows.
COROLLARY

1: Givena relation> on D* whichsatisfiesAxioms 4.1, 4.2, and

4.3 and functions U* and ut* representing > in the sense of Theorem 2, define
UYT:ZT -- R by UYT,(ZT)= U*(YT, ZT), and, recursively, define Uyt: Zt x Xt+1 -, R

by
(5)

Uyt (zt xt+)

=

u1U(yt,
max

dr=xt+l

zt, Ed[U(yt,zt)]).

7 Alternatively,we couldbeginwithrelations>Yt on D* andincludea "consistency"
axiomof the
form:>Yt on D* "agrees"with > on P,(y,). Cf. footnote 8.
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If binaryrelations>, on D, are definedby d Ytdyd if Edj[ UyJ]> Ed,[ Uyj, thenthe
the relations
collection{>Yt} satisfiesAxioms 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 3.1. Furthermore,
>
>Ytdefinedbyequation(5) aredeterminedby and do nototherwisedependon the

particular functions U* and u * used to represent >. Finally, >yo restrictedto D*
coincides with >.

PROOF: That Yt satisfies Axioms 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 3.1 follows from the
argumentby backwardinduction
necessityhalf of Theorem1. A straightforward
Q.E.D.
yieldsthe lasttwo statements.

The followingis the converseto Corollary1.
COROLLARY
2: Given relations>Yt on the sets Dt whichsatisfy Axioms 2.1,
2.2, 2.3, and 3.1, if we let > denotethe restrictionof >yo to D*, then > satisfies
if functionsU* and u* represent> in the
Axioms 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. Furthermore,
sense of Theorem2, and from U* and u* we constructfunctionsUytvia equation
(5), thenthefunctionsUytrepresentthe relations yt in the sense of Theorem1.

The second part of the corollarycan be rephrasedas follows:The individual's
preferences for temporal lotteries completely and unambiguouslyspecify his
dynamicchoice behavior,if that choice behaviorsatisfiesthe firstfour axioms.
PROOF: Axioms 2.1 and 2.2 triviallyimplyAxioms 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.
To show Axiom 4.3, let p = (yt,d), p' = (yt,d'), andp"= (yt,d")be fromPt(yt)and
let a E(0, 1). If p >p', then by Axiom 3.1 d >Yt d'. By Axiom 2.3, this yields
(a;d,d") >yt (a; d',d") and so, by Axiom 3.1 again, (t, a;p,p")=
(yt,(a; d, d")) > (yt,(a; d', d"))= (t, a; p', p"). For the second part, note that if
functionsU and utrepresentthe relations yt in the sense of Theorem1, thenthey
represent> in the sense of Theorem2. The second partof Corollary1 therefore
Q.E.D.
applies.

Corollaries1 and 2 establishthe equivalencebetween the two treatmentswe
have given (assumingthatequation(5) is used to definethe relations yt from >).
However, we feel that there is a significantphilosophicaldifference between
them:The treatmentof Sections1, 2, and 3 is felt to be descriptivein comparison
with the normative approach of taking preferences on D* as primitive. In
particular,comparethe roles played by Axiom 3.1 in the firsttreatmentand by
equation (5) in the second. From a normativepoint of view, the individual's
preferencesfor dynamicchoiceproblemsshouldbe derivedfromthe "prospects"
for future payoffs that the problems represent according to the individual's
preferencesfor temporallotteries.8Equation(5) is explicitlythis derivation.But
in a descriptivetheory,one's choicesat the varioustimesfor lotterieson Zt x Xt+1
8

In thisnormativeapproach,it seemsnaturalto beginwitha single,perforceconsistent,preference
relation on the space of temporal lotteries, although this rules out considerationof changing
preferencesas in Hammond[3] and Peleg and Yaari[6].
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are the primitivedata. One mightinterpretAxiom 3.1, as sayingthatthe revealed
"value"that the individualattachesto the xt is derivedfrom the "prospects"for
futurepayoffsthat the x, entail. But we preferto view Axiom 3.1 as sayingonly
that revealed choice behaviorat differenttimes is consistent,without attaching
this sort of normativemeaningto it.
Comparisonswith the payoffvectorapproachare most easilymadeby examining our second treatment.The fundamentaldifferenceis in the (often implicit)
"reductionof compoundlotteries"assumptionin the payoffvector approach.In
many treatments (e.g., Herstein and Milnor [21), the space from which the
individualis choosingis the space of lotterieson YT+1,so a compoundlottery is
identifiedimplicitlyby the simple lottery that it reduces to, no matterwhen its
uncertaintyresolves.In othertreatments(e.g., Raiffa [7]), this is madeexplicit(in
Raiffa, it is derived from his "FundamentalObservation")-the individual
chooses from amongcompoundlotteriesbut is indifferentbetween a compound
lotteryand the simplelotterythatit reducesto. But in our treatment,the spaceof
objects being chosen from is the space of temporal lotteries. There is a well
definednotion of the time at whichuncertaintyresolves,and althoughthere is an
implicit"reductionof compoundlotteries"axiomfor uncertaintythat resolvesat
a single time, there is no axiom which says or implies that uncertaintiesat two
differenttimes are equivalentor can be "reduced".Instead,if p andp' are from
P,(y,) for some t > 1 and some ye,the individualdistinguishesbetween (t, a; p, p')
and (t -1, a; p, p'), sayingthatthe uncertaintyresolvesone periodlaterin the first
than in the second, and he may thereuponpreferone to the other.
5.

PREFERENCES FOR EARLIER OR LATER RESOLUTION OF UNCERTAINTY

In this section, we give the consequencesfor our representationof assuming
that the individualprefersearlierresolutionof uncertaintyto later or vice versa.
Also, we give the additionalnecessaryconditionto reduce our treatmentto the
payoff vector approach-that when uncertaintyresolves is unimportantto the
individual.
THEOREM 3. Supposethe individual'schoice behaviorobeysAxioms 2.1, 2.2,
by
2.3, and 3.1 and, as guaranteedby Theorem1, his choicebehavioris represented

functions U and u,. Construct { Uy} and, for each t, Yt, and zt, let [(yt, Zt)
{I ER: y = U(Yt,Zt)(xt+l)for some xt+1E Xt+1}.(Thesetr(y zt) is thesetof valuesy
which are "relevant" for ut(yt, Zt ).) Then for fixed t < T, yt, and zt,

(t, a; p, p') > [resp., <,,

(+ 1,a; p,p')

for all a E [0, 1], and p, p' EP,+1(yt,zt) if and only if ut(yt, zt, y) is convex [resp.,
concave, ajfine] in y for all y E F(yt, Zt).
PROOF: Fix t, ye, and zt, and let y, y' Er(yt, zt) with y = U(y ,zJ)(d) and y' =
U(yt,zJ)(d')whered, d' ED *+1.(A standardargumentshowsthatd, d' E D* 1 canbe
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d) and p' = (yt, zt, d'). Then for a E [0, 1],

(t, (x; p, p') > (t + 1, (x; p, p') if and only if
U, ((a; (zt, d), (zt, d'))) : U, (zt, (a; d, d')) if and only if
a UY,(zt, d) + (1-a)U, (zt, d') - Uy,(zt, (a; d, d')) if and only if
(yt, zt, ay+

zt, y':)ut

aut (yt, zt, y) +(1 -a)ut(yt,

(1 -) a)y

Repeatingthisargumentfor < and - givesthe result.

Q.E.D.

The necessary and sufficient conditions for Ut(yt, zt, y) to be strictly convex or
concave for y E r(yt, zt) are easy extensions of these results and are left to the

reader.Also, it is possibleto combinethis notionof preferencefor earlieror later
resolutionof uncertaintywith the standardnotionsof risk averseor riskseeking
preferencesto obtain resultssuch as: If the individualis risk averse for lotteries
resolvingentirelyat time 0 andif he prefersearlierresolutionof uncertainty,then
he is riskaversefor lotterieswhichresolveat anytime. (Resultsof this sortwill be
given in subsequentwork.)
Returningmomentarilyto the exampleat the beginningof Section4, we cansee
Theorem 3 at work. If uo(zo,-y)= y2 (for yy - 0), then uo is convex and so, as
verified computationally,the individualprefers that the coin flip take place at
t = 0. But if uo(zo, y) = y11/2,U0is concave, and he prefersthe flip at t = 1.
If we assumethat the timingof resolutionis inconsequentialto the individual,
we obtain the payoffvector approach.
AxioM 5.1: For all t ?1,

Yt, ae[O,1]

and p, p'E Pt(yt), (t,a;p,p')-

(t- 1, a; p, p').9
COROLLARY 3: Axioms 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1, and 5.1 are necessaryand sufficient
for the individual's choices to be representableby a single (von Neumannof
Morgenstern)utilityfunctionUon YT+1,by whichwemean:In therepresentation
Theorem1, we can take ut(yt,zt, -y)=y for all t, Yt,and zt.
PROOF: We can select U and ut in Theorem 1 so that for the induced Uy,
Uy,(x) = U,0(yt,x') and Uy,(xt)= UyJ(yt,x'")where x' and x'"may depend on Yt

and x' >

x't

unless

>Y

is void. (See the proof of Theorem 1.) But then for all xt,

Uy0(yt,xt), because Theorem 3 and Axiom 5.1 yield that Uy0(yt,)
is a (positive) affine transformationof U,,( ), and they agree at two distinct
values (exceptin the trivialcase, for whichthe proof is obvious).And as ut must
satisfy ut(yt,zt, U(yts,t)(xt+l)) = Uyt(zt, xt+), we have ut(yt,zt, Uyo(yt, zt, xt+i))=
Uyt(xt)=

Uyo(yt, zt, xt+i), or ut(yt,zt, y) = y.

The necessityhalfis a trivialconsequenceof Theorem3.
6.

PAYOFF

HISTORY

Q.E.D.

INDEPENDENCE

In this section we considerthe consequencesof assumingthat the individual's
choices at time t are independentof past payoffs.
9 It suffices to have the stated property for only the most and least preferred elements of P1(y,),
instead of for all p, p' E P,(yt).
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AXIOM6.1: Ifd,d'eD,satisfyd > ,d'forsomey, thend > d'forally e Yt.
COROLLARY 4: Axioms 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1, and 6.1 are necessaryand sufficient
for there to exist continuous functions U: ZT - R and u,: Z, x R -> R

(t = O,... ., T- 1) such that the u, are strictlyincreasingin theirsecond argument
and, if we define UT: ZT-OR by UT-U and, recursively,Ut: Z, XX,+l -* R by
U,(z, x) = maXdEX u,(z, Ed[Ut,+1]),thenford, d' ED, d >Yt d' for all y, if and only if
Ed [ Ut] I ?' Ed[ Ut I
Suppose the five axioms hold. Arbitrarilyselect y+e YT and let
yt = Yt(YT). Obtain U': YT+l- R and u : Yt x Zt x R - R as in Theorem 1. Set
PROOF:

U(ZT)= U'(Y'T, ZT)

and ut(zt, y)= ut(y, zt, y). Then inductively, Ut(z, xt+1)=

U'y(zt,xt+1).Applying Axiom 6.1 gives the result. The necessity half is trivial.
Q.E.D.
Of course,we cannotcombineCorollaries3 and 4 to say that if Axioms 2.1, 2.2,
2.3, 3.1, 5.1, and 6.1 all hold, then the individual'schoices can be representedby
U: ZT - R and ut: Zt x R -> R where ut(zt, y) = y. Each proof required that
particularversionsof the Uy,be selected, and these versionsmay differ.Instead,
we have the well knownresultfor separablecardinalutility:If all the axiomshold,
choices can be represented by U: ZT -- R and ut: Zt x R -> R where ut(zt, y) at(zt)+ bt(zt) y, for bt(zt)> 0.
7. DISCUSSION

The featurethatmostclearlydistinguishesour treatmentfrompreviousworkis
its focus on the temporalaspectof uncertainty.Our approachto dynamicchoice
problemsand temporallotteriesexplicitlymodels uncertaintyas "attached"to a
certain time. Although reductionof compounduncertaintyat a single time is
implicit,reductionof uncertaintyat several differenttimes is not allowed. Our
treatmentis no more nor less than an applicationof standardcardinalutility
theoryto this expandedconceptionof a "mixturespace".(Note thatif attentionis
restrictedto choice problems/temporallotterieswhereall uncertaintyresolvesat
t = 0, thereis a single"mixing"of prizesandone gets the payoffvectorapproach.)
It is this temporalcharacterof uncertaintywhichhas led to our resultsand not
"temporalinconsistency"(in the sense of Hammond[31or Peleg and Yaari [6]).
Thisis clearfromTheorem2 and Corollary1, wherewe showthatour axiomsare
equivalentto the suppositionof a single (perforceconsistent)preferencerelation,
albeit on the largerdomainof temporallotteries. It is possible, however,to give
analyses of "inconsistentchoice behavior"in the spirit of the cited papers, by
relaxing Axiom 3.1. (Equivalently,one can posit for each t and yt preference
relations Yt on De whichare not consistentandlegislate,in placeof equation(5),
"naive"or "sophisticated"choice behavior.In either approach,the troublesome
issue of "ties" for sophisticatedchoice comes up exactly as in the analysesof
inconsistentchoice behaviorundercertainty.)
We conclude with two technical points. The assumptionsthat each Zt is
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compact and that choices/preferencesare continuous are more necessary for
mathematicalreasonsthan may be apparent.If ZT,say, is not compact,then DT
will be Polish but also not compactand XT as topologizedwill not be separable.
And if >YT is not continuous,then we cannoteven partiallyjustifylookingonly at
closed subsetsof DT in formingXT,so that topologizingXT is difficult.Relaxing
eitheror both of these assumptionsis not fatal,but the requiredconstructionsare
muchmore involved.
StanfordUniversity
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